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Believitg and Belonging:

The Impact of Religion for 
"Muslim"

Adolescents in a Pluralistic Society -

Empirical Findings from Hamburg, Germany

(Jrsula Günther

Oddly enough, the paradox is one of our most

valuable spiritual possessions, while uniformity of

meaning is a sign of weakness. Hence, a religion

becomes inwardly impoverished when it loses or

waters down its paradoxes; but their multiplication

enriches it because only the paradox comes anywhere

near to comprehending the fullness of life.

C. G.Jung'

lntroduction

"Reflexive modernity" o, - speaking with Jürgen Habermas - 
"the 

post-

secular situation" confronts the individual with a radical plurality of

meaning, including the challenge of living with the paradox and the end

of security-providing certainties presented by a central Perspective. In

other words, certainties are replaced by possibilities. Polyphony turns out

ro be the magic word. Unfortunately it does not endow individuals with

the necessary tools to deal with plurality in terms of decision-making. The

individual is compelled to engage in negotiations, which are accompanied
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by a permanent balancing, coordination and integration of conficting

interests, loyalties, value and norm systems, and meanings. Processes of

refexive questioning are often innovative since any loss of meaning is

accomPanied by the development of new visions and patterns of acdon.

The field of religion and religiosity is not excluded from this developmenr -

quite the contrary. Processes of pluralisation, among other rhings, give rise

to the questioning of religious or theological monopolies of inrerpretation,

while new perspectives, interpretations and concepts of religious

worldviews are negotiated and again put up for negotiation accordingto the

context they face. These processes can often be interpreted as educational

(Bildungsprozesse) in the sense of a profound transformadon of how one

perceives the world and the self

These challenges of modernity - albeit very condensed - are particularly

significant for the findings elucidated below. Since the paper is relarively

short, two perspectives provide a focus: the 6rst aims to clarify the concepts

of religion and religiosity. This will be embedded in the current debates

concerning the secularisation thesis and the possibilities offered by the

individualisation thesis, since it is in this context that the notions ofbelieving

and belonging have been introduced in the last two decades, namely by

Grace Davie. However, applying these rerms in a 
"Muslim" 

context, at least

with regard to 
"Muslim" 

minorities in 
"non-Muslim" 

countries - that is,

the context of the study referred to - necessitates some modifications. The

second perspective concentrates on the relationship between believing and

belonging, still considered two major indicarors for religiosity. For rhat

PurPose the adolescents I interviewed and their statemenrs will take centre

stage. There will also be a brief outline of the research project, accompanied

by some insights into the particular contexr of Germanyt 
"Muslims",

illustrated with prominent elements of rhe discourse.

At this point, the use of the term 
"Muslim" 

in quotation marks deserves

an explanation: I make the emphasis in order to point out that the notion
"Muslim" 

provides informadon neither about a persont religiosity (let

alone its degree), nor about their adherence to a particular denomination

or dogma. 
"Muslim" 

includes both practising believers and numerous

individuals "who 
make claims upon a culture, a sensirivity, a spiriruality,

in other words an Islamic ethos without confining their thought to the

dogmatic closure of a single orthodory".2
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Religious Education among 
"Muslim" 

Adolescents:

Outline of a Research Project

The findings elucidated below relate to an empirical research project

conducted in Hamburg under the current working tide of 
"Religious

education among'Muslim' adolescents in the 6elds of school and mosque".

The approach is an interdisciplinary one: theoredcal and methodological

prerequisites established by empirical research in the social sciences (rhe

qualitative approach) are applied in order to transform quesrions that

originate in religious studies and the sociology of religion inro a research

project located at the nexus of education and Islamic Studies. Keeping in

mind the ongoing debate about dominant discourses and past and present
'W'estern 

hegemonic ambitions, a temptation that neither intellectuals nor

scholars are entirely proof against, especially where 
"Other" 

cultures or
religions are the subject oftheir srudy, post-colonial critique can be deployed

to adjust perspectives through critically questioning the implicit and explicit

systems and frames of reference. Gender as a research perspective provides

an additional analytical framework.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to unfold the entire research project

as well as the research process in its methodological details. The following

pointers should suffice for depicting the broader context of the project: on

the one hand, it is based on thirty-nine interviews with 
"Muslim" 

adolescents

between the ages of seventeen and rwenty-four; on rhe other hand, twenry

interviews with professionals mainly in the field of education, theology,

sociology of religion and related areas, both 
"Muslim" 

and non-"Muslim".

Thirteen of the adolescents are migrants, though only six could recall the
experience of migration. The others were either infants or toddlers when

their parents fed or left their country of origin. The rest are regarded ro

have a 
"family 

migration background". The importance of this distinction is

evident in the following explicadon. The adolescents represent a wide range

of cultures of origin, such as Albanian, Afghan, Algerian, Bosnian, Iranian,

Kurdish, Lebanese, Syrian, Tunisian and Turkish, as well as some of bi-

cultural origin. Their voices are polyphonic. Th.y offer impressive insights

into religious experiences and approaches to religion. Their religiosityvaries

between rather orthodox readings of Islam, indifference ro or outright

renunciation of religious issues, agnostic positions, and posirions detached

from either orthodory or dogmatic readings, or outside the bounds of

religious institutions. Of particular interest for rhis paper is rhe diversity of

approaches to religion and/or religiosity beyond dogmaric closure.
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The findings of the interviews are counterbalanced with participant

observation during Religious Educadon classes both at school and in the

mosque. Furthermore, I will consider the broader context on a national

and international level as refected in the manifold discourses concerning
"Muslims" and Islam in Germany/Europe, religion and religiosity in

the post-secular situation, as well as the impact on educational concePts.

Interviewees were selected using the method of 
"theoretical sampling',

combined subsequently with the 
"snowball sampling" method.

The research project does not aim to present a typology of religiosity or

of approaches to Islam. It focuses on decisive aspects concerning religious

education in two fields of education, namely school and mosque, and the

approaches to religion for young people that result from this constellation.

The second focus consists of the pedagogical priorities in terms of religious

education and whether they are innovative or not. Thirdly, the needs

and desires thar the adolescents articulate themselves are of particular

interest. Though this point comes last, its central importance needs to be

emphasised: on the one hand, the findings offer avaluable corrective to one-

sided or even wrong assumptions about 
"Muslims" in Germany, while on

the other hand the findings illustrate how ideas about Religious Education

need to take account of the changing situation of the main stakeholders: the

youngpeople themselves. Therefore it is important to investigate whether or

not these needs were integrated in the schools' and mosques' concepts, and

why. This is necessary for finding out whether they answer the demands of

modernity as they are present in Germany while meeting the requirements

of a pluriform society.3 Furthermore, the research project should provide

indications concerning the impact of Religious Education by dealing with

tradition and 
"orthodory", since for the parents' generation the religious

community corresponded ro a 
"place 

to save the Turkish-Islamic way of life

in Germany".n This is no longer the case for the third or fourth generations,

such as the interviewed adolescents. They are looking fot other approaches

to religion. This is due to the changingsocio-political context as well as their

migration background and their ways of dealingwith this heritage. All thesc

elements lead to the issue of changing discourses refecting a different way of

searching for meaning in a pluriform society.

It is evident that rhe findings ofqualitative research are not rePresentative.

However, they oudine tendencies. In our case they provide insights into
'Muslim" life in Germany. Although the interviewees do not form a

homogenous group, they have a lot in common: at the very least they have

to deal with ascriptions and perceptions, and balance conficting interests,
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loyalties and multiple forms of belonging in order to find their place in

German society.

Religion and Religiosity: Conceptual Remarks

There have been many attempts, theological and sociological, to define the

term 
"religion", 

and no consensus has been reached. A satisfying definition

would address the term in its complete plurality, a demand that appears

impossible to meet. Nonetheless, defining the concepts of religion and

religiosity must be an indispensable part of any research project, even if

the definition falls short of full inclusivity. Its suitability will ultimately be

judged in the light of the data generated.

Anyone worhng with current definitions of religion and religiosity

will have to enter the controversial debate surrounding what is known

as the secularisation thesis. Detlev Pollack shows that despite massive

criticism of this thesis, the empirical data for Europe does not contradict

it. Furthermore, he emphasises that secularisation in terms of a universal

and global phenomenon due to processes of modernisation has almost

been disproven.t However, the shift of religiosity into the private sphere

does not - at least in Europe - mean a decline in the social significance of

religion. This phenomenon is addressed in a further development, namely

the individualisation thesis :

This thesis more or less accepts the theoretical framework of the

secularization theory by arguing that the social status or religion

within modernity is determined by processes of industrialization,

urbanisation, cultural pluralisation, economic growth, rising

levels of education and functional differentiation, but it describes

other consequences for the role of religion in modernity. Vhile

the secularization theory predicts the inevitable stable decline in

the social significance of religion as a consequence of processes of

modernization, the religious individualization thesis concedes that

the traditional churches and church-related behaviours in modern

societies have been affected by an obvious decline but they contend

that this does not mean a loss of religiousness of the individual. On

the contrary, the decline of the established religious institutions goes

hand in hand with a rise of individual religiosity.6

The individualisation thesis allows us to demonstrate empirically that
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individual processes ofemancipation and a dismncing from institutionalised

forms of religiosity are taking place in connection to religious orientation

today. This is, among other things, the result of individual decisions in the

course of the negotiation processes that are part of all pluriform cultural and

religious orientations, and the broadening of horizons that modernisation

brings. Simultaneously, this reflexive modernity is invariably accompanied

by " loss of established certainties. Fixed points of orientation seem

irretrievably lost, forcing rhe individual to make decisions.

Many authors, amongst them again Detlev Pollack, srare rhat rhe

secularisation thesis and the individualisation thesis are rhe mosr

appropriate ways of describing the religious changes in Europe.T One should

point out here, though, rhat when experrs in the field speak of religious

changes in Europe, they are usually referring to developments in Christian

churches. The dimensions of religion and religiosity that Charles Glock

developed in 1962 and rhat are sdll widely applied, refer to Christianity

as well as the corresponding model of an institutionalised and established

religion, which also implies a degree of dogmatic rigour.s 
'We 

can assume

that each implicit frame of reference is equally based on a Christian model.

Comparable studies of 
"Muslims" 

are very rare, be they of majority- or

minority-"Muslim" societies. In those that do exist, such as Germany's 2008

Religionsrnonitor which was followed by a represenrarive study dedicated to
"Muslims" 

in Germany as the second largest religious group in the counrry,

religious change is not the focus of attention.e Needless to say, a focus on

change would question the dominant discourse about Islam and 
"Muslims'

still considered to be a homogenous entity with a high degree of religiosity.r0

Research with regard to religion and 
"Muslims" 

usually concenrrates on the

importance of traditional religious settings and formal aspecrs of religiosity.

The German Religionsmonitor also refers to the five dimensions of religiosity

as developed and defined by Glock:

The subjective dimension, which describes religious experience.

The ide ological dimension, corresponding ro agreement with specific

tenets of faith.

The ritual dimension, relating ro adherence to certain religious

practices and strictures.

The intellectual dimension rhat corresponds to basic knowledge.

The dimension ofsocial consequences that is equivalent to the impact

of religiosity on social relationships and interactions.

J .

+.
t .
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This approach can be characterised as rather normative and orientated

towards formal aspecrs of religiosity, and it has an immediate impact both

on questionnaires and on expected results. However, it is still the prevailing

basis for srudies of religiosity, regardless of the above-mentioned Processes

of refexive questioning also observed in religious matters. To what degree

the proponenrs of this understanding of religiosity should face the reproach

of perpetuaring rather than productively deconstructing orthodoxies - be

it consciously or unconsciously - remains to be seen. The importance this

approach is accorded in empirical research mirrors the implicit frame of

reference of 
'Western 

scholars, namely the 
"Christian Occident", as well as

rhe need for theoretical and conceptual shifts, particularly in the context of
"Muslim" approaches to religion and religiosity. In other words: the context

of institutionalised or organised religious communities needs to look more

closely at individuals claiming to be religious without a particular affiliation

to a specific religious community, organisation or dogma. And this does

not necessarily mean that these individuals do not articulate any feeling of

belonging at all. Such a shift of perspective will reveal that institution is not

a sine qua nun of a sense of belonging. This at least is expressed implicitly by

many of the adolescents interviewed in the study referred to in this PaPer.

Institutionalised or organised religion - particularly in the societal

conrexr of a religious minority - implies in most cases readings within

dogmatic closures that claim to rePresent the majority of the supposed

adherents. Research projects that adopt this claim ofmonopolyofdefinition

without questioning it risk being one-sided and more descriptive than

analytical, quite beside rhe fact that a huge part of the religious reality of
"Muslims" is not taken into consideration. This is true not only of Germany

and societies where 
"Muslims" represent a minority, but also of societies

where 
"Muslims" form the majoriry. An inclusive approach is promising,

since it both refects dominant discourses, and broaches the issue of the

secularisation dilemma and changes of attitudes and approaches responding

to socio-cultural change. Simultaneously, it tries to explain current trends

in religiosiry and religious consciousness outside the context of organised

religious communities and therefore outside the bounds of religious

institutions.

The challenge to be faced when leaving the institutional or organised

context of religion or religious communities is to develop a wider

understanding of religion and religiosity that embraces the two major

principles of belonging: firstly, belonging to a concrete religion, religious

institution and community ofFers elements of prescribed belief and
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formalised paüerns of behaviour. Secondly, and generally neglected
in research dealing with religious phenomena, a sense of belonging
without prescribed paradigms and the support of a religious institution
or community, but with the support of belonging to a particular cuhure,
spirituality or ethos, as mentioned above.rr This element of belonging refers
to individual approaches, forms and realisations of religiosity.

The adjective "religious" 
can refer to both religion and religiosity.r2John

Cumpsty's broad understanding of religion provides a helpful incenrive
while searching for different approaches, taking into consideration the
changing elements concerning believing and belonging, since his focus
leaves oPen whether religion takes place within or without the bounds of
religious institutions:

Religion is the quesr for, maintenance or realization of belonging to
an uldmate-real. The ultimate-real being rhat to which the individual
most feels the need to belong in order ro secure, give meaning to, or
otherwise enrich his or her existence.,l

Introducing the notion of belonging leads us ro a broader understanding of
religiosity taking into consideration different layers of meaning. Religiosity
can refer to a fundamental abilitv:

J

to arrive ar an integrative meaning relation of your own life and the
world in such a way that both your own personality and the world
are experienced and interpreted in the awareness of a transcendent
reality, which we usually refer to as God.'n

Religiosity can also refer to the individual realisation of the way in which
religious elements are integrated into the life of an individual. This is closely
related to the development of the personality of an individual and must be
understood as a dynamic process. This dynamism and fexibility extend to all
the dimensions of this religiosity that develop over time. Hemel's approach
does not follow the rather normative and formal dimensions developed
by Glock. Instead, he takes into consideration currenr trends concerning
religiosity and religious consciousness ourside the context of religious
communities. This leads us to the following dimensions of religiosity rhat
can be connected with learning tasks from an educational perspective :

Religious sensitivity that ties into the task of religious perception.
Religious content that ties into the task of religious education in the

I .

',
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sense of a differentiated religious view. Here, the cognitive level is

addressed.

Religious communication that ties into the ability to express and

communicate religious content.

Religious expression that ties into the task of finding and assuming

your individual religious role.

These four dimensions give no indication of the relevance that religious

issues have in an individual's life. He or she may well possess considerable

religious sensitivity and communicadve competence without necessarily

according religion a central role in his or her life. It is the dimension of the

religiously motivated life that indicates the individual relevance of religion.

By raising the question of the difl[brence between religiosity and faith,

Hemel touches on a crucial, current issue, especially as it is becoming

increasingly clear that this difference does not lie in content but in

identification, that is, the expressed sense of belonging to a defined faith

communiry. The ideaoffaith then takes on adual reference ofits own: it refers

to individual beließ as well as social belonging. According to Hemel, the

impact of the context of and the identification with a religious community

is important for 
"believing 

religiosity" (his phrase) or a concrete religiosity,

without neglecting the individual features of this religiosity. Although the

nodon of religiosity mainly covers the reladon to transcendence, it is not

necessarily linked to a particular religious denomination. Obviously, this

interpretation can easily apply to religions other than Christianity. However,

my data proves that some modifications concerning the understanding

of believing are necessary, particularly bearing in mind the approach of

rhe individualisation thesis. The notion of believing should not equate a

believer's identificadon with a concrete religious community. This aspect

will be covered by the notion of belonging. This is the moment to mention

Grace Davie, since it was she who coined the phrase 
"believing 

without

belonging" (B\f/B).tt The necessity of such a modification is evident when

we are comparing the adolescents beyond dogmatic closure with those who

srongly identify with a religious communiry affiliated with a mosque and

who emphasise the necessity of following all obligations. This is the major

feature of their self-image of being a 
"Muslim" 

or being religious. Most of

these adolescents were rather shocked by other 
"Muslim" 

peers, as well

as Christians, professing to be religious without practising or respecting

religious obligations. Many of them even showed tendencies to condemn

such behaviour. Understanding the nodon of believing as Hemel does
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would mean for the 
"Muslim" context that a rather orthodox perspective

is projected onto rhe 
"resr". Furthermore, the understanding of belonging

should be enlarge d, since many adolescents mention the feeling ofbelonging.

Th.y do not refer to a particular community or mosque association but to

the aspect I mentioned earlier, quoting Mohammed Arkoun: they refer

to a culture, a sensitivity, a spirituality; in other words, an Islamic ethos.

However, before we shift our attention to the adolescents themselves' we

should outline the German context in order to conceive of the reality -

including the one hidden in discourses - that these youths face.

"Muslims" in Germany

In 2011, about 3.6 million 
"Muslims" live in Germany, representing

approximately 4 per cent of the total population. More rhan2 million of

them are of Turhsh descent. Of the Germans from 
"Muslim" families,

35.5 per cenr were born in the counrry (679 thousand), with the number

of German converts, many of them through marriage, accounting for an

estimated additional 100- 120 thousand.t6 German citizens with a migration

background from 
"Muslim" countries, estimated at around I million'

are nor counted in official statistics. It is illuminating how statistics on
"Muslims" in Germany (or other European countries) are generated: they

are based on immigration statistics which take the country of origin for a

presumed religious orientation. Numbers of adherents of other religions

irn^igrating from 
"Muslim" countries, naturalised German citizens from

"Muslim" counrries, and conversions to Islam taking place in Germany are

estimated.lT Thus, descent, not religious Practice or belief, is used as the

statistical reference. Nonetheless, 
"Muslims" as a grouP are assumed to be

unusually religious and observant.

This quorarion from a 
"Muslim" working professional regards the

realities of 
"Muslim" life in Germany:

I think I got the epithet'Muslim' on 9/u. Before that day, I was all

kinds of things: the Austrian in Germany, the Persian in Bavaria, the

Bavarian, the Indian in Bavaria, all kinds of things people imagined I

might be. But I became a Muslim in peopleb eyes on 9/n,everybody

asked me about it afterwards. [...] After 9/nbeing'Muslim'is more

important. 
'S7'hen 

I was invited to a conference as an exPert of the

Max-Planck-lnstitute, I never was perceived in the Past as: 
'She is

telling this because she is 
"Muslim"'. They never asked me questions
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like'you as 
"Muslim", 

what do you think?' I don't like these questions

since I thinkwhichpart ofmyspeech didinvite you to askmyreligion.

As if as'Muslim'yoo have to feel different. Yes, I feel things because

I am 
'Muslirn', 

or because my parents are 
'Muslimsi 

or because I have

the impression Islam is attacked by'Muslims' and non-'Muslims'

and I have to protect it somehow. The impression that you have to

defend rhis part of identity, I think this is somerhing many people

of 
'Muslim'societies 

share. That their reactions are not really due to

the fact that they are 
'Muslims'but 

that they are immigrants, and as

such part of a minority. It is an awareness of minorities. They always

remind you that you are different, that you don't belong to them.'8

These words aptly illustrate a sense of discomfort expressed either explicitly

or implicitly by many interviewees, and not just by young people. This

discomfort goes hand in hand with a sense of the need to justify themselves

for having a 
"Muslim" 

identity. Two example s show this: firstly, the incre asing

tendency of 
"Muslim" 

organisations in Germany to formally distance

themselves from terrorist actions through public statements; secondly, the

question of what 
"rhe 

Muslims" think of Germany's Basic Constitutional

Law is gaining greater prominence in the public arena. At the same time,

these words - just like the quotation marks around the word 
"Muslim"

- indicate the effect of ascribed identities and labels on the continuities.

fractures and reconstructions of self-constructed identity.

The trend in discourses on 
"Muslims" 

is also an important indicator

of opinions in mainstream society. Here, one must bear in mind that,

however paradoxical it may seem, no matter how detached from reality

many discourses on 
"Muslims" may be, they are nonetheless real, even if

they are located outside the reality of 
"Muslims"' 

lives and often at odds

with their state of mind and environment. The importance of the social and

socio-political context as a matrix for self-definition and the reformulation

of self-images must not be underestimated. If we look more closely at the

development of the public discourse that labelled those arriving in Germany

as 
"Muslims", 

we get the following picture: the term 
"guest 

worker"

(Gastarbeher) was coined after 1955, when religious affiliation was still off

the radar. In the L970s, the expression was replaced by 
"foreign 

worker"

(auslAndiscber Arbeitnehrner) or 
"foreigner" (Ausländer). Here, roo, rhe

actual origin and religion of the worker in question are irrelevant, most

likely due to the prevailing assumption at the time that they would return

home after anumber of years. In the course of the 1990s, the focus shifted
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away from the status of worker to that of religious affiliation. 
'Muslims"

became the centre of attention. This shift went alongside a broadening of

focus that moved 
"Muslim" 

women into the realm of public debate. Th.y

entered the picture in a very real sense. At the same time, a newly vigorous

discourse on integration - connected with changes to citizenship law

that culminated in the immigration law of 2004 - focused on migrants

and especially 
"Muslims".re 

Rising numbers of naturalisations meant that
"Muslims" 

increasingly took part in the discourse themselves, as newly

German former foreigners, Tirrks, migrants or fellow citizens of foreign

nationality (ausländische Mitbürger) - a contradiction in terms that nicely

mirrors the internal contradicdon of German attitudes; and could no longer

simply be categorised as 
"other".'$fhat 

nevertheless made them 
"other" 

was

their religion. Overall, we can state that the power of the public discourse

on 
*Muslims" 

in Germany that views them as observant adherents of a

suicdy normative reading of Islam goes almost unchallenged. Even German

citizenship ofllers no protection from being labelled with the sdgma of the

cultural and religious 
"orher". 

The power to assign this definition lies with

the majority, which keenly guards this presumed right. This seems to be one

explanation of why citizenship alone does not make German 
"Muslims"

equals.

Believing and Belonging : the Adolescents' Voices

The opening quesdon in the interviews was, 
"'W'hat 

does it mean for you to

be a'Muslim' today?" It goes without saylng that the findings do not provide

answers, but they might deliver insights into 
"Muslim" 

adolescents' realities,

and at best they will contribute to a better or different understanding of

recent dynamics regarding religion and religiosity, pardcularly believing and

belonging, two of the most important indicators for religiosity.

The following quotations represent only a selecdon of the adolescents

interviewed, namely those whose access to religion and religiosiry lies

beyond the bounds of dogmatic closure and outside the bounds of religious

institutions. Interestingly, this group includes many who have experienced

migration. This differentiation between migration experience and a family

migration background has already been touched upon. The data indicates

the importance for changes in the relationship between believing and

belonging as it refers to both a changed context and a horizon of experience

not shared by German-born 
"Muslims". 

Migration not only changes the

social context but also the terms of belonging. Social pressures to conform
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and control are decreased, and this fosters a more individual religiosity and

private faith. This phenomenon is not limited to Germany and 
*Muslims".

It has been observed by Grace Davie in the UK for the Christian context.zO

Belonging no longer consists of social considerations and the balance of

advantage and disadvantage, but expresses individual acceptance of the

fundamental beliefs of a concrete community arrived at by personal choice.

This kind ofdevelopmenr is exemplified by the statement of twenty-one-

year-old Faiz. He was strictly observant when he came to Germany from

Afghanistan aged fourteen, and considered himselfvery religious duringhis

first two years in the country:

My parents did not force me, but the environment did. W'hen I

didn't go to mosque, it was not my father who asked me about it but

the neighbour or the teacher. These are things I don't like, now. Now

it's totally different for me, I live in an open society, nobody can force

me to do something I don't want to do [...] A, some point I read my

second book, I became a litde more critical, I struggled with myself

about what faith and religion really is. \7'hy does religion exist?
'S7hat 

is it good for? V'hy should we be religious? \7hy do I pray

and for whom? \(thy should I get up at five in the morning and pray?

If you are 
'Muslim' 

and take religion seriously, you get up. I also got

up for two years and then I stopped, I didn't see the sense any more

and I said to myselfi 
'You're 

still a 
"Muslim", 

but you stay critical, you

can critically address Islam and religion as a whole, you don't need

to take the one way prescribed by Mohammed or another prophet,

i.e. you must find your own faith that you can stand up for and that

fulfils you. You don't need to follow anyone.'My father allowed me

to think the way I want to. I am free to think that this religion has

those advantages and thar one those and to choose the third. That is

my affair. I can't say whether I am religious, I can't say whether I have

a religion, I can't say whether I'm an atheist. "'

Faiz, like many other youths with a migration background, speaks of an

experience that second- or third-generation immigrant children did not

have : that of a social presence of Islam, an Islamic lifestyle and a social
"normality" 

of Islam, in which almost everyone is 
"Muslim". 

Ln this case,

the change in social context created new opportunities. This also applies at

the mental level, where a consciousness opens new spaces and leaves behind

the idea that religion, tradidon, faith and habit need be conterminous.
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In many cases this consciousness results in changes in believing, which

is now characterised by a more individual approach to religion and a

new critical perspective. Belonging, too, is changed in the course of this

process of negotiation and individual decision. Finally, the reladonship

between believing and belonging shifts. However, there are differences

from the findings of studies that investigated processes of religious changes

unfolding in Europe, particularly religious changes concerning Christianity,

such as the one described by Grace Davie. In the interviews, it emerged

that belonging refers not only to a specific religious community, usually

a mosque association in the German context, but also to a broader sense

of being 
"Muslim" 

and belonging to a community of persons who share a

common culture and spiritualiry without a concrete adherence to a specific

orthodory. In Faizt case, the decision of how to position himself in terms of

believing and belonging is not yet complete.

Kali, an eighteen-year-old Tunisian who came to Germany at the age

of sixteen, provides an example of belonging in the sense of belonging to

a common culture, without believing in concrete tenets of faith. She says:

I really don't know whether I'm a'Muslim', but I am - as my father

puts it - culturally'Muslim'. I don't practise any religion, but I observe

Ramadan, that is more out of habit. Tiadition is something else. I

don't know if that means much but I know I would never convert. It's

the religion I have. Despite everything rhar has happened recently,

even if I'm not observant, it is still my religion."

Kali expre sses a particular aspect of belonging by fasting during the month of

Ramadan, although he r fasting does not refer to the tene ts offaith. Obviously

she does not feel the ambivalence an outside person might perceive. On the

contrary, she copes very well with it. Later she states vigorously, albeit with

regret, that she will never enter a mosque, since she would be obliged to wear

a headscarfi somethingwhich she finds unacceptable.

Many of the youths used expressions such as 
"if 

you believe it in your

heart" or 
"ifyour 

heart is pure" to describe their 
"Muslimity". 

They distance

themselves from notions of orthodory and orthoprary and are highly

critical of the mosque associations that structure religious practice in

Germany. This type of community and this form of belonging seem to be of

no importance for their faith or their experience of a 
"Muslim" 

normality.

Th"y re-appropriate the Qr'an and the traditions and, in rhe process,

reinterpret them to fit their specific context. Their reinterpretations can
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take on different shapes, though as a rule without recourse to the religious

authorities present in mosques. Instead, they use modern communication

media to access information on religious questions, to research literature

and to exchange views. Th.y meet to read the Qr'an together in the spirit of

a halqa,and many of them, espe cially women, consciously practise positively

modern forms of 4tlbad.It is interesdng that they do not allow polarities

and paradoxes to disconcert them, but instead use the potential that they

6nd in their position between two simultaneous systems of reference, which

they do not experience as contradictory.
"If 

you believe it in your heart, you don't need to prove to anyone that

you are a faithful'Muslim', because as a believer I know that God sees itl'

as nineteen-year-old Hamburg-born Tyson puts it.23 Such a position can

be helpful when you are trying to understand inner conflicts such as the

question of whether to wear a headscarf and risk losing an apprenticeship or

whether to delay this choice and ensure yourselfa better education. Another

matter is adherence to prayer hours as well as school work despite the fatigue

this entails. In most cases, religious considerations take second place to other

concerns, and are frequently put offuntil later in good conscience.

I will close this section with a statement from twenty-two-year-old Leyla,

who comes from a mixed German-Türkish family andwas socialised in both

cultures and religions. I choose this example not least because the number of

people from bicultural and bi-religious families is on the increase in Europe's

pluriform societies, and we should expect interesting developments in

rerms of believing and belonging. Leyla represents a specific form of hybrid

identity emerging through cultural and religious cross-interferences in the

immediate environment, holding considerable transgressive potential that

goes hand in hand with a renewal of established structures.

'W'ell, 
part of rny identity may be that I think of it as equally valid

because I feel I somehow always feel bicultural, bilingual, that

everything has two sides, that may be part of my identity. Maybe that

is also the reason why I can always fit it together, somehow, that gives

me a bit of freedom maybe, just to say I can believe this way [...] Yes,

that is my freedom in a way. [...] But it has always been like that,

I wasn't aware of it, but it gives you a good feeling to somehow be

comfortable with yourself.'n

This approach to believing and belonging should hold quite a few challenges

to theologians and other guardians of orthodory.
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Conclusion

The selected adolescenß' voices are almost self-explanatory. Th.y point

out simultaneously that an intensive empirical study of young 
"Muslims",

who are sadly neglected in many academic contexts, can contribute to an

overdue shift in perspective on the importance of Islam in the context of

refexive modernity, and the changing needs of believing and belonging.

The few examples presented above show that it is not only religion that

influences people, but that people also shape religion and believing. Even

though the frame of reference might be unclear or does not correspond to

what would be expected from 
"Muslims', 

we should take the phenomenon

into consideration.

Furthermore, the data proves that in many cases educational processes

are taking place, a concept introduced and developed by empirical research

on education that might open up a horizon for further research:

Education (Bildung), (i.e. what educational action should enable and

promote) can be understood as a process of basic transformation of

the way persons behave with regard to the world and to themselves.

Bildung in terms of such transformations always then takes place (or

better: can take place) when humans make experiences that cannot

be coped with using the existing means and options. Formulated

differently: Bildungs-processes exist in the emergence of new forms,

new figures of world views and self concepts in dealing with issues

that cannot be processed by the existing figures of world views and

self concepts."

This kind of transformation also affects forms of believing and belonging,

and reveals dynamics which could be interpreted as an individual integration

of the achievements of intellectual modernity as well as a way of coping

with a radical plurality of meaning. This kind of integrative efFort is often

experienced as emancipatory by the adolescents themselves.

The uldmate consequences this will have on theological and educational

issues are as of now impossible to predict. One thing is certain, however:

even though secularisation processes will not displace individual religiosity,

we must expect significant changes that both Islamic theology and
"Muslim" 

associations and organisations will need to react to; ideally, in

the spirit of modernity, in a multi-perspecdve approach that will put an

end to the shadowy existence of the paradox and that will lead us to a more

comprehensive vision of religious change.
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